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in the crucible it fuses, swells and yields the vapour of  water and of hydro. 
ehloric acid ; soon after this it undergoes igneous fusion, and when in :.quiet 
fusionit is to be poured into a smaller crucible. On cooling it becomes a i 
brown mass, which is to be reduced to coarse powder and distilled in a coated 
glass retort. The first product is perfectly pure, the latter contains a tittle 
iron, which is to be separated by redistillation. The properties of this sub- 
stance are that it is compact, nearly of a pure white colour, brittle, and has a 
vitreous fracture; wtma heated it fuses at about 482 deg. Fahr., boils, and 
volatilizes at a little below a red heat. It possesses a property which must 
always prevent the density of its vapour from being ascertained, which is that 
it is never completely volatilized without undergoing partial decomposition, 
the results of which are perchloride of tin, and yellow, earthy subchloride of 
tin, which remains in the distilling apparatus. When in a state offusion it has 
a great tendency to penetrate the crucibles. 

It dissolves in water without undergoing any immediate change~ but the 
liquor remains clear only for a short time, and soon becoming turbid, it de- 
posites oxyehloride of tin. After a considerable time, in contact with the airy 
the oxychloride dissolves, and the liquor becomes clear and transparent. 

Absolute alcohol dissolves it very readily, and more when hot than cold; 
by cooling the solution becomes syrupy. After some time the solution ac- 
quires a distinct odour ofhydroehloric rather. When exposod to the air it 
long retains its property of precipitating the chloride of gold purple, and it 
does not become turbid. The protochloride of tin when anhydrous, is much 
less alterable by exposure to the air than when it contains water; indeed~ 
unless it be hydrated it does not appear to absorb oxygen ; after three weeks' 
exposure it remains completely soluble in water. Mining Jour. 

The .Effects of Kyanising Wood. 

The effects of kyanising wood, with reference to living plants, has been 
noticed in different parts of the present volume. The result seems to be, that 
the Kyani~ing liquor is made so strong, that more corrosive sublimate is de- 
posited, not only on the outer surface of tile wood, but in its interior pores, 
than is wanted for entering into combination with the albumen. This super- 
fluous quantity, then, in the case of hot.house rafters or sash.bars, being sub. 
limated by the great heat of the house, escapes even through several coats of 
paint, contaminates th~ atmosphere, and injures vegetation for a time, till the 
source is exhausted. As the wood, when steeped in the Kyanising fluid, ab- 
sorbs water in a considerable quantity, as well as mercury, it is easy to con- 
ceive that the heat of a hot-house will raise the temperature of the rafters and 
sash-bars, which are always in the hottest parts of the house, to such a degree 
as to expand the water into vapour, as well as the corrosive sublimate; and, 
thus pent up, the elastic fluids produced will readily burst through any layers 
of paint that could be laid on. A safe mode, when Kyanising for plant struc- 
tures, would appear to be, to use the Kyanising liquor much weaker than is 
generally done ; and, after the wood is removed from the tank, to dry it as 
thoroughly as if it had not been Kyanised, in order to get rid ofthe water ab- 
sorbed during that process. Gardeuer'~ Mag, 

_Peat and Charcoal. 

Mr. Farey alluded to the charcoal, or peat coke, which Mr. Oldham era- 
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ploys at the Bank of England; this is in thin eakes~ and denser than the heaviest 
wood. Mr. Bramah remarked on the great value of compressed peat, could 
it be procured at a marketable price, on account of its superiority as a fuel for 
making large weldings. 

The preceding minutes having been read, Mr. Parkes stated that the great- 
er part of the charcoal used in Paris is from peat. The peat charcoal is pre- 
ferred to the very best wood charcoal. There are two modes of making this 
charcoal: In a Swedish furnace, which is an oven made of  lumps of peat, 
the pieces to be carbonised are placed in the interior, ignited, and smothered 
up in the usual manner. The other mode consists in getting peat as dense 
as coal, by allowing the small atoms to come within the natural force ofc0he- 
sion. The peat for this purpose is dredged up from the bottom of streams, 
and laid up to dry, and formed into small bricks, which, on drying, contract 
very much. Compression will not do. In Itolland they dig the turf andput 
it into running water. The water cannot be driven out by pressure. He had 
seen peat compressed with a force equal to that fi)r pressing bowls for calen- 
derers, but it was not near so dense as that formed by the natural means just 
alluded to. 

Mr. Pellatt remarked, that the coking of coal does net deprive it of the sul- 
phur. Washing the coke will remove much that remainsi but even then it 
cannot be used for welding glass--nothing but the purest beech wood will 
serve for this. Charcoal will not answer, as it requires a flame. By weld. 
ing, he meant the operation of putting a handle on a vessel. The glass being 
of a proper temperature~ a union is formed, provided no sulphur be present. 

Mr. Lowe remarked, it had been practically found that beech charcoal is 
valuable because of the quantity of carbon it contains. There is more pure 
carbon in a given weight of beech wood than of any other kind. Oak is the 
next best. Inst. Civ. Eng. 

On a remarkable property of Electric Tension, 
!Vi. C. Doppler~ Professor of Mathematics, at Prague, has said that he ha~ 

discovered that a feeble electric charge given to a bar of insulated naetal causes 
it to contract; and, of course, if negatively electrized, the metal expands. 
The following is the method employed in the experiment : - -  

A thin copper tube s about three lbet long, is properly placed in a delieate 
compound lever-apparatus, something similar to our lever-pyrometers, and 
properly insulated by glass stems. If  now, a feeble electric tension be given 
to the tube, the index of the lever-apparatus immediately begins to move, indi- 
cating a contraction of the tube. By increasing the tension, the motion of the 
index is so swift that the eye cannot trace it ; so that for high electric tensions 
a simple lever-apparatus answers better than the delicate compound one. 
When sparks are either intentionally taken from the tuhe~ or that they are 
discharged spontaneously, the index rapidly recoils, indicating an expansion 
(prolongation) of the tube; which contracts again by an increase of electric 
tension. This property of electricity is said to have been discovered by a 
single pair of plates; and, as Poggendorff has justly said, ~'probably by an 
electric current, '~ which would render the circumstance still more curious, un- 
less the current produced a depression of temperature in the tube.--Poggen. 
dorff's .annalen. , Sturgeon'a, Annals, 


